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3.1 Introduction

In international political or corporate meetings simultaneous interpreting plays an important role in mediating communication. In daily life, we may have encountered simultaneous interpretations of live broadcasted statements or interviews on television and may have been intrigued by this capacity to verbally transform online a message from one language, the source language, into another language, the target language. In simultaneous interpreting (SI) it is required that interpreters both listen and speak at the same time. In this regard it contrasts with so called consecutive interpreting, where the interpreter alternates between listening and speaking and only starts to translate after the speaker has finished speaking.

SI is a cognitively demanding task because many processes take place at one and the same moment in time. The interpreter has to comprehend and store input segments in the source language, transform an earlier segment from source to target language, produce an even earlier segment in the target language, and cope with time pressure since SI is externally paced; the speaker, not the interpreter, determines the speaking rate (e.g., Gerver, 1976; Lambert, 1992; Padilla et al., 1995). The fact that SI is intrinsically demanding is illustrated by the fact that even experienced professional interpreters sometimes make up to several mistakes per minute, and that they usually take shifts of only 20 minutes maximum to prevent fatigue (Gile, 1997).

It seems that interpreters are able to do simultaneously what ordinary language users do serially: They comprehend other’s speech and produce language at the same time. Although interpreters appear to take advantage of pauses in the input (Barik, 1973; Goldman-Eisler, 1972, 1980), a comparison of the input to their spoken output suggests that almost 70% of the time they are actually talking while processing the input (Chernov, 1994). The simultaneity of comprehension and production is perhaps the most salient characteristic.

---

of simultaneous interpreting, and it is likely to be one of the main reasons why it is such a cognitively demanding task.

Many people would agree that SI is one of the most complex language processing skills, and hence, characterizing this ability may be regarded as an important objective of psycholinguistic research. It is therefore surprising that experimental research on SI is sparse (see Christoffels and de Groot, in press, Chapter 2, for a review). On the one hand, we may want to understand the processes involved in SI to extend our understanding of bilingual language performance in general. On the other hand, studying SI may refine our models on language comprehension and production, and on bilingualism in particular. For example, when Grosjean (1997a) integrated SI with his general notion of the language mode (Grosjean, 1997b, 1998), referring to variability in the state of activation of a bilingual’s two languages, he added new input and output components to the model to allow for the fact that in SI two languages are involved simultaneously.

SI may also provide insight in the relation between language comprehension and production (see Frauenfelder & Schriefers, 1997). For instance, Levelt’s influential model of speech production assumes that speech monitoring, the correction of production errors, takes place through the speech comprehension system (Levelt, 1989; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999). The implication of SI is that either the comprehension system has to handle two speech streams at the same time, the comprehension of input and the monitoring of one’s own production, or that no monitoring takes place during interpreting, since the speech comprehension system is already busy. However, interpreters do correct themselves, which indicates that at least some monitoring takes place (Gerver, 1974a, 1976; Lonsdale, 1997).

In the present study, we tried to gain more insight in SI by investigating what components of SI are responsible for the demanding nature of the task. In the literature two task components are mentioned that could be the main sources of difficulty or complexity of SI (e.g., Anderson, 1994; De Groot, 1997; Frauenfelder & Schriefers, 1997; MacWhinney, 1997; Moser-Mercer, 1997). First, during SI one has to understand and produce speech simultaneously. Secondly, there is the act of the actual transformation of the message into another language. The first component, the simultaneity of comprehension and production, is especially salient in SI. It entails that two streams of speech have to be processed simultaneously and that attention has to be divided: one focus is on understanding new input, the other is on conceptualizing and producing an earlier part of the message (MacWhinney, 1997, in press). Regarding the second component, that is, transforming the message into another language, the act of reformulating the message may be distinguished from the fact that two different languages are simultaneously involved (Anderson, 1994; De Groot, 1997). Rather than translating each incoming word separately, interpreting presumably involves reformulation at a higher level (Goldman-Eisler, 1980; Schweda-Nicholson, 1987). Literal word-by-word translation alone would render an unintelligible interpretation, if only because languages often differ in word order. On top of reformulation, a switch has to be made from one language into another. The two language systems concerned have to be activated
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simultaneously, albeit presumably to different degrees. These two ‘sub-components’, the requirement of reformulation and the necessity of a switch of language, may separately contribute to the processing and memory demands of SI.

Is one of the above task (sub) components perhaps the ‘bottleneck’, the main source of complexity, in SI? Or, is it the case that two or maybe all three components combined are responsible for the demanding nature of the task? We studied this question by comparing interpreting with tasks that differ from it on one or more of the three potential sources of difficulty in SI (De Groot, 1997, 2000). One task that may be especially suitable for the comparison with interpreting is the shadowing task. Shadowing involves the immediate verbatim repetition of what is heard. A less known task, the paraphrasing task, forms another interesting candidate for comparison with SI. In the context of the present study, this task involves that the basic meaning of a message is restated in the same language but into different words and/or in a different sentence construction (see Moser, 1978). Likewise, in interpreting the message is restated, but in this task it is done into a language different from the source language.

Shadowing, paraphrasing, and interpreting have in common that they require the simultaneous comprehension and production of speech. However, for shadowing there is no additional complexity of having to reformulate a message and only one language is involved. It could even be argued that shadowing is not comparable to interpreting at all because shadowing could conceivably be done by just repeating the phonetic form of the input. However, this concern seems to be unwarranted because it has been shown that shadowers do analyze the input up to the semantic level (Marslen-Wilson, 1973).

In contrast to shadowing, in both the paraphrasing and interpreting tasks reformulation is necessary, since in both tasks the meaning of the message has to be extracted and restated into different words, but only in interpreting do two languages have to be activated simultaneously. Hence, by comparing performance on these three tasks it may be possible to assess the role of the transformation component and to disentangle the two sub-components of transformation: reformulating a message and doing so in another language.

The paraphrasing task seems ideal to assess the possible differences in demands between the latter two sub-components since the task seems indeed very similar to interpreting. In both cases, one has to comprehend an input message and produce an output message with the same meaning but in a different wording. In the literature, paraphrasing is often assumed to be similar to interpreting and, indeed, it is referred to as ‘unilingual interpreting’ or ‘intralanguage translating’ (Anderson, 1994; Malakoff & Hakuta, 1991). The task is often used as exercise or assessment in the training of interpreters (Moser-Mercer, 1994). Also, interpreters may find themselves accidentally ‘translating’ into the same language (Anderson, 1994; De Bot, 2000), suggesting that paraphrasing is not an unnatural task. Moreover, in a study into relative hemispheric lateralization Green, Sweda-Nicholson, Vaid, White, and Steiner (1990) compared bilingual interpreting with monolingual paraphrasing on the assumption that both tasks are similar enough to warrant such a comparison.
However, when we subject the paraphrase task to closer scrutiny, it becomes clear that there may also be differences between interpreting and paraphrasing other than output language. For example, the vocabulary demands in paraphrasing may be larger than in interpreting (Malakoff & Hakuta, 1991). Although the vocabulary demands ultimately depend on the type of source text, in general interpreting may only require a basic vocabulary in each language, whereas paraphrasing may require the use of synonyms and, therefore, a larger vocabulary. Furthermore, having to change the grammatical structure in paraphrasing may be more demanding than finding the most dominant grammatical equivalent in the output language in interpreting, even though interpreting often involves changing the word order of a sentence as well. A final difference in demands is perhaps most critical. The paraphrasing task forbids the participant to repeat the original stimulus sentence verbatim. At the same time, the stimulus sentence expresses the message that must be restated adequately. Therefore, the paraphraser is at risk of delivering the message in exactly the same form as it was phrased in the input. Not only is the given sentence form a legitimate way of conveying the intended message, the participant may even be primed to this particular sentence form and the exact words used to express the message (cf., Hartsuiker and Westenberg, 2000, who found priming for word order in sentence production). It seems plausible that, in order to comply with the task requirements, the paraphraser is actively involved in suppressing the original stimulus form and must rigorously monitor her output to avoid literal repetition. These two aspects may be less important in interpreting, because due to the required switch of language in the output, there is less risk of literal repetition in that task. Possibly, because of these differences, the cognitive demands of paraphrasing may in some respects be higher than those of interpreting.

Even though the paraphrasing task may not be a completely satisfactory comparison to interpreting, we decided nevertheless to include this task in the present experiment, the reason being that the task has been described and used before as a monolingual counterpart of interpreting. It was an objective of this study to learn whether or not the paraphrasing is justifiably regarded as a monolingual version of simultaneous interpreting. Moreover, if the unique task characteristics of paraphrasing, discussed above, are not so important in determining task performance, the task makes an interesting comparison to interpreting and shadowing. As argued earlier, we can then distinguish the separate demands of reformulation and of the involvement of two languages.

### 3.1.1 Previous task comparisons

Previous studies have compared interpreting and shadowing using various measures. Not surprisingly, shadowing performance was better than interpreting performance and the ear-voice span (EVS), the time lag between input and corresponding output, was shorter in shadowing than in interpreting (Gerver, 1974a, 1974b; Treisman, 1965). Furthermore, the deteriorating effect of increased information density of the input (Treisman, 1965) and the
effect of white noise in the input (Gerver, 1974a) was larger in interpreting than in shadowing. Also pupil dilation, taken as a measure of processing load, was smaller in shadowing than interpreting (Hyöna et al., 1995). Finally, shadowing and interpreting were contrasted using positron emission tomography (PET). It was shown that some brain areas were selectively activated in interpreting. The brain areas concerned are associated with lexical retrieval, verbal working memory, and semantic processing (Rinne et al., 2000). In all, these studies suggest that interpreting is a more demanding and more complex task than shadowing and that it is more sensitive to factors that increase task difficulty than shadowing.

A few studies assessed memory performance across various tasks and found that text recall was systematically better when participants listened to text than when they interpreted text (e.g., Daro & Fabbro, 1994; Gerver, 1974b; Isham, 1994). This suggests that task complexity interferes with memory. However, the patterns of results were less consistent when SI was compared with shadowing. Gerver (1974b) found that both comprehension and recall were best following listening and worst after shadowing, whereas interpreting performance was in between. Likewise, Lambert (1988) obtained best recall following listening and simultaneous or consecutive interpreting, and worst following shadowing.

Daro and Fabbro (1994) measured digit span while participants just listened to the digits, performed articulatory suppression (continuous articulation of irrelevant syllables) during listening, shadowed, and interpreted the digits. Their main finding was that digit span was smaller in the interpreting condition than in any of the remaining conditions. Furthermore, the digit span was not smaller when shadowing than when listening. The results of Daro and Fabbro (1994) versus those of Gerver (1974b) and Lambert (1988) therefore differ on whether interpreting or shadowing leads to better memory performance. These studies are, however, difficult to compare because Daro and Fabbro did not measure recall of interpreted text but of digits. Shadowing of digits involved verbal repetition of these digits, presented one second apart, a procedure that may actually support recall. Moreover, they measured immediate verbatim recall instead of recall after presenting the complete text.

To our knowledge Anderson (1994) reported the only study that compared all three tasks mentioned before (paraphrasing was referred to as English-English translation). According to two measures of output quality, shadowing performance was significantly better than both interpreting and paraphrasing performance. Performance in interpreting was poorer than in paraphrasing, but only according to one of the quality measures. Furthermore, the ear-voice span (EVS) was smaller in shadowing than in interpreting and paraphrasing, but there was no difference in EVS between the latter two tasks. In other words, although Anderson replicated the difference between shadowing and interpreting described before, the results are not conclusive with respect to the demands involved in using two language systems instead of just one.
3.2 The present study

In the present study we compared all three tasks discussed before. To simulate the simultaneous interpreting situation, participants were to translate sentences on-line, one sentence immediately following the other. The participants were also asked to paraphrase and shadow sentences. When simply comparing these three tasks, it is not possible to assess the effect of simultaneity of comprehension and production. Yet, the simultaneity of comprehension and production is probably the most salient feature of simultaneous interpreting and is considered to be one of its main sources of difficulty. But the effect of this feature has yet to be established experimentally. Unlike earlier studies, we manipulated the simultaneity of input and output by administrering, in addition to the simultaneous condition, a delayed condition in which the participants only responded - by translating, paraphrasing or shadowing - after each sentence was completely presented. Interpreting in this condition is similar to consecutive interpreting in actual professional practice. The main reason for using sentences rather than larger units of discourse, was to control the relatively large memory load that would be involved in interpreting, shadowing, and paraphrasing larger text units in a delayed condition.

Task performance was measured by a measure indicating quality of task performance, by the amount of output, by response latency, and by recall of the stimulus material. In measuring the quality of task performance, we used a rating system that indicated how accurately participants performed the translating, paraphrasing, and shadowing tasks. We also included a complementary analysis of the amount of output. The response latency in the simultaneous condition was measured by calculating the lag between input and output (EVS). Since it is not possible in the delayed condition to calculate an EVS, the time lag between the end of a stimulus sentence and the onset of the response was calculated to serve as a measure of response latency. Finally, recall performance was assessed by a cued recall task.

We expect performance - both output quality and latency - to be better in the delayed condition than in the simultaneous condition since the simultaneity of comprehension and production is likely to be a major source of difficulty in all tasks. Since we expect the transformation component also to be an important factor, shadowing performance is expected to be generally better than performance in the two other tasks. Differential results in the paraphrasing and interpreting tasks may not only depend on whether or not two languages are involved but also on the other differences between the two tasks mentioned earlier. If paraphrasing performance turns out to be better than interpreting performance we may conclude that the distinction between reformulation (present in both paraphrasing and interpreting) and the involvement of two languages (only present in interpreting) is valid. In other words, it would indicate that indeed the involvement of two languages is an important additional source of difficulty in SI. However, if paraphrasing performance turns out to be similar to interpreting performance, this can be either because there are no added demands of the language switch on top of the demands for reformulation, or because the effect of the
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added demands of a language switch in interpreting and the effect of task demands that are specific to paraphrasing cancel out. Since these two possible reasons for similar paraphrasing and interpreting performance cannot be distinguished, we would then not be able to separate the reformulation and language switch subcomponents of the transformation component. If paraphrasing performance will turn out to be even worse than interpreting performance, we may suspect that paraphrasing differs fundamentally from interpreting in aspects other than the number of languages involved. In that case, the assumed similarity of paraphrasing and interpreting should be questioned.

Concerning recall, depending on the theoretical point of view one takes, either one of two contrary patterns of recall may be expected. On the one hand one could argue that interpreting is a task that consumes a relatively large amount of limited available working memory resources, so that in comparison to less complex tasks such as shadowing, less resources are available for remembering the stimuli. This view predicts poorer recall in the interpreting condition than in the remaining two task conditions. In contrast, from a levels-of-processing perspective (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Craik & Kester, 2000; Lockhart & Craik, 1990) one would expect that the more complex tasks would involve more elaborate processing of the stimulus material, which, in turn, would lead to better recall. According to this view, interpreting and paraphrasing should lead to better recall than shadowing (see also Lambert, 1988). The simultaneity of speech production and comprehension may be an additional source of differences in recall performance between conditions, since phonological interference may cause reduced recall in all simultaneous conditions (see also Darò & Fabbro, 1994; Isham, 2000). It has been found that short-term memory for lists of words is disrupted when participants engage in articulatory suppression (e.g., Baddeley et al., 1984). Consequently, any situation where the participant is involved simultaneously in listening to and articulation of speech may mimic an articulatory suppression condition. In the simultaneous condition, we would therefore expect decreased recall due to articulatory suppression of the subvocal rehearsal process.

To summarize, in this study shadowing, paraphrasing, and interpreting are compared in both a simultaneous and a delayed presentation condition. Different performance measures should give an indication of the relative importance of the simultaneity and translation components in SI performance and of the suitability of paraphrasing as a monolingual analogue of SI. From previous studies and the different theoretical stances that may be taken, it does not seem warranted to predict how recall in the interpreting condition will compare to that in the remaining conditions. However, the alleged decremental effects of phonological interference on recall make it likely that recall will be better in the delayed than in the simultaneous condition.
3.3 Method

Two factors were manipulated within-subjects, type of task (shadowing, paraphrasing, interpreting) and simultaneity (simultaneous, delayed). During shadowing the participants literally repeated the input sentence. In paraphrasing the participants were asked to reformulate the sentence in the language of input while retaining its meaning, by changing the word order and/or using synonyms. Both shadowing and paraphrasing were performed in Dutch. Finally, in the interpreting condition participants were to give a translation of an English sentence into Dutch, again without changing its meaning. In the simultaneous condition, participants were instructed to start their response during the presentation of the stimulus sentences, whereas in the delayed condition participants responded after completion of the presentation of each sentence.

3.3.1 Participants

Twenty-four native speakers of Dutch (13 females and 11 males, age 18-27) participated in this study, either voluntarily or in return for payment. All participants were unbalanced bilinguals, with Dutch as their native language and English as their strongest foreign language. Despite being dominant in Dutch they were fluent in English. Since the age of twelve, they had been instructed in English for three to four hours a week. They were university students, who either studied English at University level, used English on a daily basis for their doctoral study in other fields, or who had spent a few months abroad speaking English. In a language questionnaire no participants reported any (former) language problems (e.g., stuttering). On a scale from 0 to 10, participants rated their active knowledge of English at 8.2 on average and their passive knowledge at 8.5. All participants signed an informed-consent form before participating in the experiment.

Materials

Sentences. Forty English and 80 Dutch sentences were used in this study. Their length varied between 11 and 17 syllables. Of the complete sentence set, six different sets of 20 sentences each were constructed. Two of these sets consisted of English sentences and four consisted of Dutch sentences. The sets were matched on sentence length. Average sentence length per set varied between 12.7 and 13.3 syllables. The sentences were unambiguous, and the English sentences were relatively easy to comprehend and translate to make sure that difficulties would not be due to misunderstanding of the English input. Twelve participants with a similar proficiency level participated in a control study that showed that the sentences were indeed easy to comprehend and translate. All sentences were read out loud by a fluent Dutch-English female bilingual, and recorded on computer. In the simultaneous condition, the sentences were presented in succession, with a 2 second pause in
between sentences. Including this pause, the presentation rate was on average 119 words per minute. In the delayed condition, the next sentence was only presented after the participants had finished their response to the current sentence. The length of the recorded sentences was 2.7 s. on average. Six sets of five practice sentences were recorded in the same way. The first and the last sentence of each set were regarded as fillers and were not included in subsequent analyses. For the first sentence, participants still had to start their response so comprehension and production were, for a large part, not simultaneous, and, similarly, for the last sentence the input stopped before production was finished. (see Appendix 1 for a sample of the sentences).

Cued-recall test. Of each sentence set, 10 sentences were selected from evenly distributed positions across the set. The first half of each of these sentences served as a cue in a recall test where the participant had to complete the sentence fragments as accurately as possible. The sentence fragments were presented on paper and participants were instructed to write down the remainder of the sentence. On average 4.5 words were required to complete the fragments. The presentation order of the fragments differed from the original presentation order of the sentences.

Procedure
Participants were tested individually. The sentences were played to the participant over headphones. On an Apple Macintosh Power PC 4400, using the software package Deck II, the stimulus material and the response of the participant were recorded synchronously on different tracks. The experimenter monitored the experiment by listening to the material over another headphone. Task instructions were presented before the start of each task and included a few example sentences (all different from the experimental sentences) and suggestions of correct responses. For the paraphrasing condition these examples showed to the subjects that both a simple word order change and the use of synonyms would be considered correct responses. Each condition started with the presentation of five practice sentences, allowing the participants to familiarize themselves with the condition. In the simultaneous condition the sentences in each set were presented in one go. In the delayed condition, the presentation of the next sentence was controlled by the experimenter. A new sentence was presented only after the participant had finished the previous sentence.

After administering a complete set of 20 sentences, in each condition the corresponding recall test was administered. The participants were notified beforehand that recall tests would be administered after each task. It was stressed, however, that they should concentrate on the primary task. All conditions were administered in a single session, which took about 60 minutes in all, including short breaks between tasks and a short informal exit interview. In each sentence set the sentences were always presented in the same order. The presentation order of the tasks, simultaneity conditions and stimulus sets were counterbalanced. For example, each of the stimulus sets used for the paraphrasing condition was presented to half of the participants in the simultaneous condition and to the other half
in the delayed condition. Furthermore, half of the participants always received the simultaneous version of each task first (either set A or B); the other half started with the delayed version. Finally, the order of the shadowing, paraphrasing, and interpreting conditions was counterbalanced. This resulted in a unique presentation order of the stimulus sets and conditions for each participant.

Data analysis

Output performance. By transcribing the verbal output of the participants two analyses were performed on this output. One analysis was performed on the quality of the task performance and one on the amount of output. Quality of task performance was measured by scoring for each sentence how well the participant performed the task. The system emphasized how well the meaning of the input was preserved in the output. To warrant the objectivity of this output measure, two independent judges rated the performance quality\(^2\). Other ways of measuring specifically the quality of SI, such as counting the number of different types of errors (Barik, 1994), have been criticized for focusing too much on specific words or the exact form of the output rather than on the meaning of the input and the output, and for counting errors that professional interpreters may not regard as errors (see Gile, 1991).

Output was highly variable across sentences and across participants, for example, some sentences were not translated at all by some participants. The quality of each output sentence was rated on a scale between 0 and 5. With 18 critical sentences per condition, the maximum quality score that could be assigned per participant, per condition was therefore 90. Zero points were given when the participant failed to say anything; 5 were given for excellent performance, taking task instruction into account. For interpreting and paraphrasing this meant that the response sentence completely conveyed the meaning of the stimulus sentence\(^3\). For shadowing the sentence should be reproduced literally. Intermediate scores were obtained for intermediate performance. The value 1 was assigned when only a few words of the stimulus sentence were reproduced; 2 was assigned when a more or less complete sentence was produced of which the meaning deviated strongly from the meaning of the stimulus sentence; 3 was assigned when the meaning of the response was related to that of the stimulus sentence but incorrect; this value was typically assigned when the opposite causal relation was produced in the output, or when subject and object had changed places; 4 was assigned when the meaning of the response was similar to that of the stimulus

---

\(^2\) This method of rating translation performance may not be suitable for output of professional interpreters. Between our participants the difference in quality of output was very large. For professionals, individual differences in performance are likely to be far smaller. They are likely to perform at the high end of the scale only and consistent rating would in general be more difficult.

\(^3\) In the paraphrasing task participants could unintentionally have reproduced the exact input sentence and receive, according to our rating system, the maximum score. We had planned to exclude such responses before analysis but it turned out that they did not occur in our data.
sentence and also approximately correct. The two judges were highly consistent in their rating of quality of performance; the inter-rater reliability was $p = 0.95$. This indicates that this measure was objective, in the sense that the judges in general agreed in their ratings. The average of their ratings was used in the statistical analyses to be reported below.

The second output-performance analysis involved counting the number of words in the transcribed responses in each condition. Only complete words, irrespective of their content, were counted and speech disruptions and comments on the task were excluded. The percentage was calculated of the number of output words produced in a particular condition relative to the number of input words that were presented in that condition. This measure did not involve any assessment of the quality of the output. It was hypothesized that in difficult conditions participants would be less able than in easy conditions to produce output at all, so the pattern of results of this analysis should be similar to the pattern of results of the quality of performance analysis.

**Response latency.** The latencies between stimulus and response were analyzed separately for the simultaneous and delayed conditions. For the simultaneous condition, we calculated the ear-voice span (EVS) for half of the sentences (the second sentence, the fourth, the sixth etc.). For each of the selected nine input sentences per condition, three content words were selected that were distributed evenly across the sentence, that is, the selected words were from the beginning, the middle, and the end of the sentence. For the three words per sentence in the input signal the onset times was determined. Subsequently, the onset time for the corresponding word in the output signal was determined. In the interpreting condition the corresponding word was the translation equivalent of the critical input word; in the paraphrasing condition it could be a synonym of the critical input word. The word-EVS was the difference between the onset time in the input and the onset time in the output. This word-EVS was averaged across the three selected words per sentence, to control for differences in word order changes across conditions. In other words, when a target word changed position in the output sentence with respect to the input sentence, other parts of the sentence changed positions too, which averages out by calculating the mean of three words from different positions within the sentence. Our results indicated that no negative EVS occurred. This could have happened if the participants had engaged in anticipating the output sentence and had readily produced it. The EVS per condition was calculated by averaging the mean EVS per sentence.

It was not possible to calculate an EVS for the delayed condition. To obtain a measure of latency for this condition we calculated the time lag between the completion of the stimulus sentence and the onset of the response sentence for the same nine sentences as used for calculating the EVS in the simultaneous condition.

**Recall.** Recall was measured by assigning each of the ten sentences in the test a score between 0 and 3 on how similar the recalled sentence was to the original stimulus sentence (0: no recall or error; 1: half finished; 2: similar in meaning; 3: completely correct recall).
The highest possible assigned score was 30. We decided to use a rating system to measure recall because we focused on recall of meaning. Verbatim recall measures, such as the amount of overlap between words in the input and the recall, would focus more on recall of the exact form of the input. Recall performance was rated by two judges; inter-rater reliability was $\rho = 0.99$. The average rating was entered in the statistical analyses.

### 3.4 Results and discussion

Twenty-three participants were included in the analysis. One participant was excluded as an outlier because of extremely poor performance in the simultaneous shadowing condition (more than 4 standard deviations below the average). There was no significant effect of presentation order of the simultaneous and delayed conditions, nor of presentation order of sentence set in any of the analyses reported below. Therefore, presentation order was no longer included as a separate factor in further analyses. Omnibus repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVA) are reported for all dependent variables. Because our main interest was to assess the effect of simultaneity on each of the tasks and to compare performance across different tasks, we also conducted simple effect analyses.

#### 3.4.1 Output performance

A two-way ANOVA was conducted with task (shadowing, interpreting, and paraphrasing) and simultaneity condition (simultaneous and delayed) as within-subject factors on quality of performance. The means and standard deviations of performance quality are presented in Table 1. The main effect of task was significant, $F(2, 21) = 64.88, p < .001$, as well as the main effect of simultaneity condition, $F(1, 22) = 36.91, p < .001$. These main effects were qualified by an interaction between task and simultaneity condition, $F(2, 21) = 17.81, p < .001$. As expected, the quality of performance was lower in the simultaneous condition than in the delayed condition in all tasks. Simple effects showed that these differences were significant for shadowing, $F(1, 21) = 6.71, p = .017$, interpreting, $F(1, 21) = 40.00, p < .001$, and paraphrasing, $F(1, 21) = 24.37, p < .001$. In the simultaneous condition, shadowing performance was significantly better than interpreting performance, $F(1, 21) = 76.64, p < .001$, as well as paraphrasing performance, $F(1, 21) = 44.88, p < .001$. Interpreting did not differ significantly from paraphrasing, $F(1, 21) = 1.93, p = .179$. In the delayed condition, the results show a similar pattern as in the simultaneous condition. Shadowing performance was significantly better than interpreting, $F(1, 21) = 84.15, p < .001$, and paraphrasing, $F(1, 21) = 23.53, p < .001$, whereas the comparison of interpreting and paraphrasing did not yield a significant effect, $F(1, 21) = 2.45, p = .132$. In other words, for both the simultaneous and the delayed condition, interpreting and paraphrasing performance appear equally good, whereas performance for shadowing is better than for both these tasks.
Table 1. Average rated output quality (standard deviation) per task, per condition (maximum score 90) and average percentage (standard deviation) of the number of output words relative to the number of input words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Quality of output</th>
<th>Amount of output*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simultaneous</td>
<td>Delayed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadowing</td>
<td>88.63 (1.80)</td>
<td>89.65 (.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpreting</td>
<td>69.35 (10.67)</td>
<td>84.44 (3.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraphrasing</td>
<td>65.26 (16.94)</td>
<td>81.72 (7.79)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *When more words are produced than were present in the input the amount of output may be more than 100 percent.

An ANOVA on the amount of output showed that the main effects of task and simultaneity condition were significant, $F(2, 21) = 8.07, p = .003$, and $F(1, 22) = 32.36, p < .001$, respectively. Also the interaction between these two factors was significant, $F(2, 21) = 18.75, p < .001$. Table 1 shows the mean percentage of output relative to the input for each condition and the corresponding standard deviations. Simple effects showed that the difference between the delayed and the simultaneous conditions was significant for interpreting, $F(1, 21) = 29.91, p < .001$, and paraphrasing, $F(1, 21) = 26.25, p < .001$, but not for shadowing, $F(1, 21) < 1, p = .77$. In the simultaneous condition, the amount of output for shadowing was higher than for both interpreting, $F(1, 21) = 25.49, p < .001$, and paraphrasing, $F(1, 21) = 13.49, p = .001$. Output was greater in paraphrasing compared to interpreting but this difference was not statistically significant, $F(1, 21) = 3.87, p = .062$. In the delayed condition, only the difference between interpreting and shadowing reached significance, $F(1, 21) = 9.14, p = .006$; paraphrasing output did not differ significantly from shadowing output, $F(1, 21) = 1.42, p = .247$, nor from interpreting output, $F(1, 21) < 1, p = .672$.

Table 1 shows that for the quality of performance the absolute difference between the simultaneous and delayed conditions for shadowing is, albeit significant, small in comparison with this difference for interpreting and paraphrasing. This may explain the significant interaction between the factors task and simultaneity condition in the omnibus ANOVA. Moreover, for the amount of output, there was no difference between the simultaneous and the delayed condition for the shadowing task. These results suggest that coping with simultaneity does affect performance negatively to some extent but the effect of simultaneity is rather small. It appears that especially the combination of simultaneity and transformation had a detrimental effect on performance. Furthermore, as expected, output performance was better for shadowing than for the other two tasks, suggesting that the
transformation component is a source of difficulty in SI, but this difference is especially large in the simultaneous condition, again indicating that it is the combination of these two components that is particularly problematic.

Finally, performance in the interpreting condition was not poorer than in the paraphrasing condition. This finding actually converges with the participants’ perception of the relative difficulty of the tasks. Of the 21 participants who answered the question which task they found the most difficult to perform, 10 reported that they regarded simultaneous interpreting to be the most difficult task, whereas 11 felt that simultaneous paraphrasing was more difficult. The response latency analyses will shed some further light on this matter.

3.4.2 Response latency

Separate analyses were performed for the simultaneous and the delayed conditions. The mean EVS for the simultaneous condition and the mean response latency for the delayed condition as well as the corresponding standard deviations are reported in Table 2. In the simultaneous condition, a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA showed a significant effect of task, $F(2, 21) = 67.25, p < .001$. Simple main-effect analysis confirmed what the means in Table 2 suggest: the EVS was significantly smaller for shadowing than for both interpreting and paraphrasing, $F(1, 21) = 105.41, p < .001$, and $F(1, 21) = 94.43, p < .001$, respectively, and, interestingly, the EVS was significantly larger for paraphrasing than for interpreting, $F(1, 21) = 13.47, p = .001$. In the simultaneous condition some words were not reproduced; there was about 13.8 % of missing values.

In the delayed condition a similar pattern emerged as in the simultaneous condition, even though a different measure for latency was used. Again, a main effect of task was found, $F(2, 21) = 39.62, p < .001$, and simple effect analyses showed that the latency was shorter for shadowing than for interpreting, $F(1, 21) = 77.85, p < .001$, and paraphrasing, $F(1, 21) = 31.35, p < .001$. Again the latency for paraphrasing was larger than for interpreting, $F(1, 21) = 15.34, p = .001$. In sum, as expected, for both the simultaneous and the delayed condition the response latency was shortest for shadowing. The latency was intermediate for interpreting and largest for paraphrasing. This result, in combination with output performance, suggests that the paraphrasing task is harder to perform than the interpreting task. We can therefore conclude, contrary to what has been suggested in the literature, that the paraphrasing task should not be regarded as the monolingual equivalent of SI. Unfortunately, in this study it is therefore not possible to disentangle the reformulation and language-switch aspects in the transformation component. Apparently, the specific task demands of paraphrasing, in so far as they differ from interpreting, play a more important role in determining the relative performance level in paraphrasing and interpreting than do the added demands of a language switch, that is only present in interpreting.

$^4$ Analysis of errors in the simultaneous conditions showed exactly the same pattern as the RT data, including a significant main effect for Task ($F(2, 21) = 19.86, p < .001$).
Table 2. Average ear-voice span (standard deviation) in milliseconds per task in the simultaneous condition, and average latency (standard deviation) in milliseconds per task in the delayed condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>EVS (simultaneous condition)</th>
<th>Latency (delayed condition)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shadowing</td>
<td>1010 (399)</td>
<td>543 (160)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpreting</td>
<td>2085 (557)</td>
<td>1070 (316)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraphrasing</td>
<td>2626 (748)</td>
<td>2070 (1347)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.3 Recall

Overall recall was better in the delayed condition than in the simultaneous condition. A repeated-measures ANOVA showed that this main effect of simultaneity condition was significant, $F(1, 22) = 40.06, p < .001$. Also, the effect of task was significant, $F(2, 21) = 13.47, p < .001$, and the interaction between task and simultaneity condition was marginally significant, $F(2, 21) = 2.72, p = .089$. The average recall scores and standard deviations are presented in Table 3.

For the recall data, simple effects analysis showed significantly lower recall in the simultaneous than in the delayed conditions for two of the three tasks: interpreting, $F(1, 21) = 20.13, p < .001$, and paraphrasing, $F(1, 21) = 16.35, p = .001$. For shadowing, the simultaneous and delayed conditions differed marginally, $F(1, 21) = 4.18, p = .053$. In the simultaneous condition, none of the differences between tasks reached significance (all $F$s < 1), whereas in the delayed condition all differences between tasks reached significance. Recall for interpreting was higher than for shadowing, $F(1, 21) = 9.92, p = .005$, and paraphrasing, $F(1, 21) = 17.41, p < .001$, and recall for paraphrasing was higher than for shadowing, $F(1, 21) = 7.68, p = .011$.

These results indicate that the main effect of task is mainly due to differences in the delayed condition. Interestingly, the recall results are different from those of the online performance measures reported earlier. Recall performance was similarly lower in the simultaneous condition, but there were no differences between tasks. For the delayed condition, there were task differences in both the analyses of the online data and of the recall data, but for recall, interpreting, not shadowing, showed the best performance. It is therefore not to be recommended to base conclusions on the use of recall measures when the actual interest lies, for example, in the comprehension of the input.
Table 3. Average recall (standard deviation) per task in the simultaneous and delayed conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Simultaneous condition</th>
<th>Delayed condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shadowing</td>
<td>15.35 (4.62)</td>
<td>17.41 (4.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpreting</td>
<td>16.35 (4.65)</td>
<td>22.54 (3.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraphrasing</td>
<td>15.26 (5.47)</td>
<td>19.70 (3.30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 General discussion

The present experiment showed that a supposedly important source of difficulty in SI, simultaneity of speech comprehension and production, indeed leads to a small decrement in performance. However, it may only be a major problem for the language system if it is combined with the requirement to reformulate a message. In other words, although it seems that coping with simultaneity is demanding, it only appears to exhaust limited mental resources when it is combined with yet another demanding task component. These conclusions are based on, first, our findings of an interaction between task and simultaneity condition, which we obtained in the analyses on the quality and the amount of output. Second, for shadowing the quality of performance in the simultaneous condition was lower than in the delayed condition but still close to excellent and there was no difference in the amount of output for these conditions, suggesting that simultaneity per se did not have a large impact on shadowing performance. Third, both interpreting performance and paraphrasing performance were poorer in the simultaneous condition than in the delayed condition. This result indicates that for the latter two tasks the concurrence of comprehension and production adds to task difficulty.

Having to transform a sentence per se - even into a different language - seems to be a source of difficulty, but again not a major one because in the delayed condition the difference in quality of performance between the three tasks was, albeit significant, rather small. Apparently, our participants were very capable of translating and paraphrasing sentences, almost as good as they were at repeating them. Although transformation on its own is possibly more demanding than is the simultaneity of comprehension and production on its own, again, it is mainly the combination of both these task components that caused performance to drop substantially.

In line with the finding of Treisman (1965) and Gerver (1974b) we found that shadowing performance was better than interpreting performance. Also, as expected, the
average EVS was longer for interpreting than for shadowing. Interestingly, the EVS reported in different studies, including this one, is quite similar, even though different languages, materials, methodologies, and participant populations were used across studies (Barik, 1973; Gerver, 1976; Goldman-Eisler, 1972; Treisman, 1965). We observed averages of about 2 seconds for interpreting, and of 1 second for shadowing, which we estimated to be equivalent to about 5 words for interpreting and between 2 to 3 words for shadowing. This consistency between studies is likely to be caused by an upper boundary to the EVS due to limits of memory capacity and by a lower boundary, due the fact that a minimal amount of information is needed before an input fragment is disambiguated and can safely be produced (Christoffels & De Groot, in press, Chapter 2).

We found very similar output performance for interpreting and paraphrasing. This finding is similar to the corresponding result by Anderson (1994), who found a difference on only one of two performance measures. We may take this to indicate that the language switch component per se does not add substantially to task difficulty in SI, that it is not important whether one or two languages are involved, and that it is the requirement of reformulating the input that taxes the processing resources most. An important result is that the latency was longer for paraphrasing than for interpreting, because this finding indicates that in the present study paraphrasing was the more difficult task. From the joint results of the output and latency analyses we can conclude that, contrary to what has been assumed before (Anderson, 1994; Green, Vaid, Schweda-Nicholson, White, & Steiner, 1994), paraphrasing should not be regarded as a monolingual version of SI. This conclusion has implications for teaching SI since paraphrasing may have been wrongly perceived as an exercise preparing for interlanguage processing (see also Fabbro & Gran, 1997).

An interesting question is what aspects of the paraphrasing task are particularly demanding. As mentioned before, having to change the grammatical structure in paraphrasing may be more demanding than finding the appropriate grammatical equivalent in the output language in interpreting, even though also interpreting often involves changing the word order of a sentence. Interestingly, this line of argument implies that manipulating the input in the same (native) language is at least as demanding as the requirement to switch to another language system in interpreting. Furthermore, in paraphrasing literal repetition of the input, that is, reproducing the original output form, must be avoided. This may be demanding because the original form of the input is an adequate way to express the intended message and likely to be highly activated. This activation must be suppressed. However, avoiding production in the source language instead of in the target language in interpreting may involve processing resources as well. Indeed, an influential account of language control,

---

5 Note that with certain manipulations of stimulus material, it may be possible to reverse the relative performance in the interpreting and paraphrasing tasks. Some types of material may be easier to interpret whereas others may be easier to paraphrase. For example, sentences with low frequency words that have high frequency synonyms may be relatively easy to paraphrase. These same sentences may be relatively difficult to translate because low frequency target words must be found.
the inhibitory control model of Green (1986; 1998), suggests that even single word translation may involve high levels of control to prevent naming the word.

It is not only interesting to try to understand interpreting and how it is supported by our language system, but also to learn what the SI task can teach us about the language system proper. In this respect it is striking that most participants produced interpretations at all and that they did not perform at floor level even though none of them had any previous experience in SI. Obviously, there are large individual differences between participants and their performance is not even close to the level of professional interpreters. Still, it appears from the present data that interpreting is within reach of every reasonably proficient bilingual, which suggest that it is supported by normal bilingual language processing. It also suggests that bilinguals may suffer less interference from the nontarget language when they are engaged in a translation task than is assumed by the inhibitory control account (Green, 1986, 1998). The results of a recent study on Stroop-effects in word translation (Miller & Kroll, 2002) converge with this suggestion in showing that language selection occurs relatively early in the production of a translation. In other words, there may exist no competition from the nontarget language in translation. The input language may give information about what language is not to be produced. Possibly, bilinguals can use this language cue somehow to prevent interference from the nontarget language (Miller & Kroll, 2002).

The pattern of results revealed by the recall tests was quite different from that revealed by the direct performance measures. In the delayed condition recall was best for interpreting, then for paraphrasing, and, finally, for shadowing. Recall in the simultaneous condition was about equal across tasks. The results for the simultaneous condition differ from earlier research in that we found no task differences in this condition. Gerver (1974b) and Lambert (1988) found better performance for interpreting than for shadowing, whereas Darò and Fabbro (1994) obtained the reverse pattern, that is, a higher recall of digits after shadowing than after interpreting. Perhaps the different results can be explained by the fact that the tasks’ measures and procedures were different in the various studies or by the fact that the participants in the other studies were professional interpreters (Gerver, 1974b; Lambert, 1988) or advanced students of interpreting (Darò & Fabbro, 1994), whereas our participants were untrained in SI. Professionals may have learned to cope with the simultaneity of speech comprehension and production and may, therefore, show differences in recall between tasks in a simultaneity condition. This idea is supported by the finding that interpreters have a large memory span in comparison to other groups of subjects (Bajo et al., 2000; Christoffels & De Groot, in press, Chapter 2; Padilla et al., 1995).

Interestingly, in the delayed condition recall after interpreting was better than after shadowing, even though quality of performance was far better in shadowing. The superior recall after interpreting was also reported by Gerver (1974b) and Lambert (1988) and may best be explained by the levels-of-processing theory (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Lockhart & Craik, 1990). This theory predicts better recall following a relatively complex task that requires a deep level of processing than following a task that can be performed at a more
shallow level. Even though in shadowing the input is analyzed up to a semantic level (Marslen-Wilson, 1973), it seems reasonable to assume that the more complex task requires deeper semantic analysis of the input and should thus lead to better recall. This is indeed what we found. However, in a levels-of-processing account it is not clear why recall after paraphrasing is not equally good as recall after interpreting, because there is no obvious difference between these tasks in the depth of analysis of the input. One possibility is that in interpreting language could serve as a cue to recall, whereas in paraphrasing the participants’ paraphrase may have interfered with recall of the stimulus sentence.

In the introduction we argued that the production of speech in SI may negatively affect recall as in any other task involving the production of speech while processing input. We found that across tasks recall in the simultaneous condition was clearly poorer than in the delayed condition. It thus seems that having to comprehend and produce speech at the same time may indeed have reduced recall in the simultaneous conditions. The fact that there were no significant differences between tasks in the simultaneous condition suggests that this disruptive effect on recall may have overshadowed effects caused by differences in task difficulty. Alternatively, the reduced recall in the simultaneous condition can be explained as an effect of divided attention: The simultaneous condition can be regarded as a dual task situation, where both comprehension and production consume attentional resources.

In conclusion, our study suggests that the paraphrasing task cannot be considered the monolingual equivalent of SI that some researchers have considered it to be. Probably due to a number of unique characteristics of the paraphrasing task, a comparison between the paraphrasing and the interpreting tasks does clearly not constitute a suitable way to provide the answer to the question whether, within the transformation component, reformulating or language switching is the more important sub-component. Importantly, we established that both the simultaneity of comprehension and production and the transformation component are sources of cognitive complexity in SI. However, our results also indicate that the role of each of these components separately is limited, and that of the two, transformation is the more demanding component. Especially the combined demands of simultaneity and transformation make simultaneous interpreting the complex task that it is.